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Prices (as of March 2022)

Voice Reels (all reels possible as remote sessions at the same cost. See *options on page 2)

Full 'Commercial' voicereel from scratch: £365

Includes –
 60 minute phone Consultation
 Ongoing email & phone advice, inc guidance to choosing & finding pieces 
 Full recording day (approx 5 hours)
 Full coaching/direction during recording, whatever level you are
 Commercial + Narrative pieces included
 Compiling of takes into one ‘perfect’ take for each piece
 Addition of music and sound effects (4 hour edit)
 Online evaluation version – listen to the finished version and suggest changes from the 

comfort of home (one free set of changes include).
 2 x 90 second montage – High quality MP3 'calling card' version (separate commercial & 

narrative montages included, plus all individual pieces)
 Montage uploaded for you directly to your Spotlight and Mandy profile if needed
 Entire reel, including takes and project files, archived

Available extras –
 *NEW* Stylish single page website to host your voicereel, £60 per year.

Headshots, details, and links to Mandy, Spotlight, IMDB etc included.

Games or Animation Reel: £345  (** options available)

Includes –
 On the phone consultation, including guidance to choosing & finding pieces 
 4 hours studio time, to record 8 pieces of different voices (10 for animation).
 Full coaching/direction during recording, whatever level you are
 Addition of music and sound effects (4 hour intensive sound design edit)
 Additional alternative 'Dry' version, with voice only, for game casting directors. 
 Online evaluation version – listen to the finished version and suggest changes from the 

comfort of home before you get your final versions. (one free set of changes included)
 2 minute montage, (MP3 'calling card' version). All MP3s included at high quality
 Montage uploaded for you to your Spotlight and Mandy profile if desired
 ** We don't mix game and animation into one reel. But you have choices of:

1. A full double day to do both animation and game in full, but as 2 separate reels. (£510) 
2. A middle ground session for £395, where we create essentially two slightly cut down 
'mini' reels for the 2 reels. (6 game voices, and 7/8 animation voices.)
3. A single reel session for £345.Of either game, or animation.

Radio Drama Reel: £345

Includes –
 On the phone consultation, including guidance to choosing & finding pieces 
 4 hours studio time, to record 8 pieces of 1 minute each (https://tinyurl.com/ydtt5rpx)
 Full coaching/direction during recording, whatever level you are
 Compiling of multiple takes into one ‘perfect’ take for each piece
 Addition of music and sound effects (3 hour edit)
 Online evaluation version – listen to the finished version and suggest changes from the 

comfort of home before you get your final versions.
 All MP3s included at high quality
 Files uploaded for you to your Spotlight profile if desired (as required by the BBC)

Special Offer - '2 Reels in a Day' bundle: £510

 Any 2 reels combined, recorded in full in one, long session. 2 full reels recorded over a 6.5 
hour session, with the 2nd Reel offered at less than half price.



Video Showreels: £215

Includes –
 Consultation
 Digital Transfer of all material onto PC
 Any video cleaning of clips (if necessary)
 Custom titles & transitions, contact details, headshot inclusion
 Online evaluation version – see the finished version and suggest changes from the comfort 

of home!
 Uploaded directly to Spotlight for your online profile if required
 Digital version uploaded as standard to Vimeo and/or Mandy
 Full archiving of all material, ready for future updates

Available extras-
 DVD copies £2.50 each
 Simple web page with streamed version, inc. contact details £25 per year
 Showreel updates charged at £50 an hour
 *NEW* Stylish single page website to host your video reel,  £75 per year

headshots and details, and links to Mandy, Spotlight etc

Musical Theatre/Singing Demo £320

Includes - 
 4 song demo, recorded over a 4 hour session in the studio
 Assistance in finding the best backing available
 Full coaching/direction during recording, whatever level you are, including singing 

technique if desired
 The possibility of providing a pianist to accompany (who will charge their own fee, typically 

£40 or so)
 Bring your own pianist if you wish
 Multiple takes recorded, and compiled into a final polished performance (to the same 

quality as our commercially available cds released under the MaKiNG Records label.)
 Extra songs possible on prior agreement
 Online evaluation version – listen to the finished version and suggest changes from the 

comfort of home before you get your final CD.
 2 master CDs, with headshot and details on the label
 Tracks uploaded for you to your Casting Call Pro or Spotlight profile if desired

Hourly Voiceover Recording Rates – including re-edits of existing material, or editing 
coaching sessions on Zoom

If you need your existing reel re-editing, or a few pieces adding to what you have, we charge a flat hourly rate of £65 
an hour (for recording and/or editing/mixing). We believe this is one of the best deals any studio can offer. If the job 
requires more than the odd couple of hours, we are happy to negotiate rates that take that into account. 
We also now offer Zoom sessions to coach recording techniques, or editing techniques, for those getting to grips with
new home recording setups.

* Remote Reels

These sessions run for the same length as our in person sessions, include all the same details, consultation and 
costs, but have additional time allocated to helping with the technical side of having a home setup if needed, 
including a zoom chat if required. In all other respects they are as near identical to coming in to the studio as we can 
make them.

Student Rates

We are always keen to help students and recent graduates get started in their careers, and will always try to sort out 
a special deal for you, no matter what your needs. Just call or email to find out details of our latest offers.

Websites

We have a special one page fixed website for hosting voicereels (£60) or video showreels (£75). These can be 
combined onto a single webpage to feature both for only £95. Includes headshots and biog, if needed.


